For students who know they can’t make the scheduled exam date, I have arranged for an early exam. The TA will handle the early exam administration. To take it, you must contact the TA by e-mail (see your syllabus) to reserve a spot.

NOTE: Be sure you register with the TA for the early exam as soon as possible!

**WHERE DO I GO TO TAKE ANY EARLY EXAM?**
Tillett Hall Room 605 on Livingston (unless the TA tells you otherwise)

Note: Regularly scheduled exams are given in HLL 114 (our classroom)

**WHEN ARE THE EARLY EXAMS for FALL 2007?**
Exam 1: Friday, September 28 - 3:30 to 5:00 pm
Note: this early exam will mean your having to miss a film shown the following Mon, before the test on Wed (not a big deal).

Early Exams 2: Thursday, November 8 - 11:00 am to 12:30 pm

Early Exam 3: Monday, December 10 - 2:30 to 4:00 pm
Note this early exam means missing the Antisocial Behavior Lecture. You should see me with those lecture notes after class on Wed 12/5 so we can get the blanks filled in for you.

**WHERE IS TILLET HALL ROOM 605?**
Use the map service that RU Home Page provides on-line (Under Find…choose Places)

**WHAT IF YOU CAN’T MAKE THE EARLY EXAM OR THE SCHEDULED EXAM?**
Contact the TA to see if you can be accommodated on another date/time prior to the scheduled exam. If not, contact me. If no one can accommodate you for an early exam, read your syllabus and follow procedure for taking the late (essay) make-up exam.

**WILL THE EARLY EXAMS BE ESSAY?**
No, they are MC tests (only late, MAKE UP exams are essay tests). In fact, early exams are the same test that the class takes during the scheduled exam. Study for them using the exam study guides, just as you normally would.

Remember to bring a #2 pencil and your student ID when you come to the early exam!